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Members of the public are being sought to take part in a study by the
University of Southampton in the UK to understand people’s perceptions
of automated vehicles.

Participants will be required to view a series of four to five second
videos of a car (a white Tesla S) making lane changes, while driving down
the motorway, and to decide whether it is being driven by a human driver
or a computer. The survey, which can be done from any computer or
mobile device, takes about ten minutes.

“The study will help us to understand the effect of new vehicle auto-
mated systems on driving behaviour and cognitive abilities,” said Neville
Stanton from the university’s Transportation Research Group. “We hope
the results will help to detect potential problems before the automated
systems are launched on the market.”

The research is part of the Human Factors for Automated Driving proj-
ect, which is funded by the European Commission. The picture shows the
university’s driving simulator.

Could you detect a driverless car?

The global adas market
will be worth US$132bn
by 2026, according to
ABI Research, which be-
lieves the market will be
worth $11bn by this
year’s end. The growth
will mark a CAGR of
nearly 29%.

“Vulnerable user detec-
tion system shipments,
including pedestrian, ani-
mal and cyclist detection,
will exhibit strong growth
over the next decade,
with a 49% CAGR,” said
James Hodgson, research
analyst at ABI Research.
“The growth will prima-
rily be driven by OEMs
seeking to develop more
robust autonomous emer-
gency braking systems
that will be effective in a
greater number of driving
scenarios.”

To date, vulnerable user
detection has been a hall-
mark of the more sophis-
ticated autonomous
emergency braking
(AEB) systems offered on
premium vehicles, often
conflated with night vi-
sion systems. However,
much of the future growth
will be accounted for by
mass market OEMs em-
ploying camera-radar
sensor fusion to expand
the types of obstacles
their AEB systems can
detect, often employing
windsh ie ld -mounted
smart sensor modules to
lower cost.

Examples include the

Adas market to hit $132bn by 2026
proliferation of the Honda
Sensing and Toyota
Safety Sense packages on
high volume models.

The overall market,
however, shows limited
opportunity for night vi-
sion systems.

Shipments within this

category are anticipated
to slow towards the end
of the period, with the
market value peaking in
2025 at just over $10bn.

“The system costs are
still too high for mass
market vehicles, with
infra-red sensors priced

significantly higher than
radar and camera sen-
sors,” said Hodgson.
“Within the next decade,
the focus will migrate
from augmenting driver
perception, and towards
sensors that can enable
autonomous control.”

Renesas Electronics has
dropped from first to third
in the list of top semicon-
ductor vendors for the
OEM automotive sector
in 2015, according to
Semicast Research.

While it was no shock
that NXP took over top
spot following its
takeover of Freescale,
there was some surprise
that Infineon Technolo-
gies passed Renesas Elec-
tronics to become the
second largest vendor.

ST Microelectronics

and Texas Instruments
completed the top five.

Semicast estimates rev-
enues for OE automotive
semiconductors totalled
US$28.2bn in 2015.

Supplier consolidation
and currency movements
are the key factors influ-
encing changes in the
vendor share ranking in
2015. NXP completed the
acquisition of Freescale
in early December 2015,
propelling the combined
company to the top of the
share ranking, with an es-

Mergers drop Renesas to third
in OE semiconductor rankings

2015 OE automotive semiconductor
vendor share rankings

2015 2014
NXP Semiconductors 14.5% (13.6%)
Infineon Technologies 10.1% (10.0%)
Renesas Electronics 9.5% (10.4%)
ST Microelectronics 7.5% (7.4%)
Texas Instruments 6.5% (5.5%)
Robert Bosch 5.1% (6.0%)
On Semiconductor 4.1% (3.4%)
Toshiba 2.6% (2.9%)
Micron Technology 2.5% (2.4%)
Osram 2.4% (2.4%)
Top ten total 64.8% (64.0%)
Others 35.2% (36.0%)

timated 14.5 per cent.
Similarly, Infineon’s ac-

quisition of International
Rectifier in January 2015
moved it ahead of Rene-
sas to number two, with
an estimated market share
of 10.1 per cent. Having
been the largest semicon-
ductor supplier to the OE
automotive sector for
each of the past five
years, Renesas is thus rel-
egated to third position in
the vendor share ranking
in 2015, with an esti-
mated 9.5 per cent share.

“The combination of
NXP and Freescale cre-
ates a formidable force,
not just in automotive
semiconductors but in
other areas such as indus-
trial, medical and micro-
controllers,” said Colin
Barnden, principal ana-
lyst at Semicast. “It will
now almost certainly re-
quire the merger of two
other leading suppliers to
move NXP from the head
of the automotive vendor
share rankings.”
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Hyundai Motor plans to
collaborate with global IT
and networking compa-
nies to develop a hyper-
connected and intelligent
car concept, with research
and development focused
on bringing new values
and efficiencies.

The Korean car maker
also plans an initiative to
provide users with a hub
of knowledge, with the
ability to analyse and use
all information to en-
hance their lives.

The aim is for the vehi-
cle to become a computer
on wheels that connects
the car to other cars, the
office and the city.

The mid- to long-term
development focus is on
features such as smart re-
mote maintenance serv-
ices, autonomous driving,
smart traffic and a con-
nected mobility hub that
provides security and data
management for all ele-
ments of the connected
car.

More specifically, the
smart remote mainte-
nance service will re-
motely diagnose and fix
vehicle issues before they
become apparent. Au-
tonomous driving pro-
vides safety by
connecting a vehicle to
city and road infrastruc-
ture. Smart traffic reduces
congestion, speeds up

Hyundai plots roadmap
for connected vehicles

journeys and cuts social
costs by considering traf-
fic and road conditions.
Lastly, the connected mo-
bility hub will have com-
puting power to make
daily life and interactions
with the car and its sur-
roundings smarter.

In the short- to mid-
term, Hyundai will con-
centrate on technologies
related to smartphone
connectivity and smart
home services, while es-
tablishing the core infra-
structure that will provide
the foundation for future

developments.
The main areas of R&D

focus include in-vehicle
networks for high-speed
transfer of large amounts
of data, and cloud tech-
nology to collect vehicle
data and provide comput-
ing power. There will also
be research into big data
analytics that will allow
large data sets to be used
effectively, and it will in-
vest in connected car se-
curity for protecting the
integrity of a complicated
platform hosting varying
technologies.

Connected car research at Hyundai

Intel is acquiring Italian
functional safety special-
ist Yogitech.

“This acquisition fur-
thers our efforts to win in
adas, robotics and au-
tonomous machines for
market segments like au-
tomotive, industrial and
other IoT systems that re-
quire functional safety
and high performance,”
said Ken Caviasca, gen-
eral manager at Intel’s
IoT group. “The industry
is moving from automat-

ing data to inform better
decisions, to automating
actions informed by real-
time data. You can see
this evolution in the au-
tonomous vehicle proto-
types that nearly all have
Intel inside. Functional
safety is a requirement for
these and other IoT cus-
tomers.”

He said Intel was not
ready to share product
roadmap details but that
Yogitech’s team and tech-
nology would take its au-

tonomous systems efforts
to the next level.
• Intel’s Wind River sub-
sidiary has added the
Arynga software product
line to its automotive
portfolio. Arynga pro-
vides software and
firmware over-the-air
(OTA) update software
for automotive.

With OTA capabilities,
OEMs can manage soft-
ware in the car through-
out its development
lifecycle, keeping it up-

dated with the latest revi-
sions. More importantly,
post-deployment, OTA
capabilities can reduce
costs associated with soft-
ware-related warranty
and recall for OEMs.

“OTA gives OEMs a
lifecycle platform to pro-
vide efficient updates and
deliver content to cars
and, as IoT continues to
grow, to any embedded
device,” said Marques
McCammon, general
manager at Wind River.

Intel takes over Yogitech
to boost functional safety

Jaguar in motion
Jaguar Land Rover has
launched InMotion, a
technology business that
builds apps and on-de-
mand services to over-
come modern travel and
transport difficulties.

This month, InMotion
will begin real-world test-
ing of services such as car
sharing and car owner-
ship across North Amer-
ica, Europe and Asia.

InMotion will start by
talking with people from
around the world to learn
about travel and transport
problems that need solv-
ing. The will lead to a set
of closed real-world ex-
periments, testing multi-
ple approaches.

Next, the business
model and technology
platform will be devel-
oped before it is beta
launched to the public.

As a subsidiary of
Jaguar Land Rover, In-
Motion is based in Lon-
don and will employ up to
30 people who will sup-
port entrepreneurs to
build new businesses.

Denso and Toyota Tsusho
have agreed to form a
joint venture in Bangkok,
Thailand. The new com-
pany – Toyota Tsusho
Denso Electronics (Thai-
land) – plans to start de-
veloping software in July
2016 to help improve the
efficiency of engine ECU
development.

It has been difficult to
improve efficiency when
developing software used
in engine ECUs because,
as the control of power-
trains becomes increas-
ingly complex, the
development scale ex-
pands accordingly. The
joint venture will use
models in all phases of

software development in-
cluding control-pro-
gramme development,
design and verification.

Moreover, to support a
wide variety of ECUs to
be developed, the com-
pany will aim to standard-
ise software and improve
development efficiency
and speed.

Denso-Toyota venture tackles ECU software
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Ricardo has licensed
Qualcomm Halo technol-
ogy to commercialise
wireless electric vehicle
charging (WEVC) for
plug-in hybrid (PHEVs)
and electric vehicles.
Qualcomm has granted
Ricardo a royalty-bearing
technology licence to de-
velop, make and supply
WEVC systems for auto-
mobile manufacturers.

Working with Qual-
comm will let Ricardo de-
sign and build WEVC
systems that meet car
makers’ requirements for
wireless charging today
and in the future, as de-
mand becomes more

The Volvo V90 is the lat-
est vehicle to adopt Most
150 networking, using
Microchip technology.

Most 150 provides a
proven, automotive-ready
physical layer for Ether-

net packet transport in-
side vehicles in accor-
dance with the IEEE
802.3 Ethernet specifica-
tions. This is the third
Volvo model with an in-
fotainment system includ-

Renault and Gestigon
have been collaborating
to provide a next genera-
tion driver monitoring
system for Renault vehi-
cles. The cooperation is
being driven by the Re-
nault Innovation Silicon
Valley Lab in California
and intends to assess the
user’s readiness to take
over driving in partially
autonomous vehicles.

In future level three au-
tonomous cars, it will be
important that the car
evaluates the driver’s
awareness of the driving

situation before handing
the controls over. This
awareness can be meas-
ured with gaze and eye
tracking methodologies.
But the ability of the
driver to take over control
should be evaluated
through comprehensive
assessment of driver’s
postural, visual and cog-
nitive readiness.

“We met Gestigon in
2014 and were impressed
by their ability to provide
gesture control and body
tracking solutions for the
automotive market,” said

Pierre Delaigue, project
manager at the Silicon
Valley lab. “After several
feasibility studies with
Gestigon, we have now
developed prototypes that
could be integrated in fu-
ture generations of Re-
nault vehicles.”

Gestigon’s body track-
ing methodologies based
on 3D depth sensor data
can close this gap by pro-
viding stable and fast
body tracking plus addi-
tional data about the
driver and passengers in
the car. Being able to de-

tect the hand’s positions
on the steering wheel and
different objects that the
user might use is essential
to determine the hand-
over strategy and timing.

“We very much like Re-
nault’s passion to look
ahead and work on solu-
tions that address the next
level of automotive user
experience,” said Dennis
Münster, the project
leader on Gestigon’s side.
“And they are driving the
development of au-
tonomous driving cars,
which we believe in too.”

Gestigon helps Renault with driver monitoring

Ricardo licenses Qualcomm
wireless charging technology

prevalent for higher
power, faster charging,
different deployment
methods such as buried
charging pads, and for
WEVC systems that
charge SUVs, taxis and
autonomous vehicles.

“The increasing electri-

fication of transportation
is important in enabling
society to reduce its re-
liance upon CO2 emitting
fossil fuels while improv-
ing the air quality in our
towns and cities,” said
Dave Shemmans, CEO of
Ricardo. “Wireless charg-

ing is a potentially very
promising enabler for
more widespread adop-
tion of pure electric and
plug-in hybrid vehicles.”

Ricardo will receive en-
gineering support from
Qualcomm subsidiaries
to enhance its ability to
develop commercially vi-
able and technically ad-
vanced WEVC systems
and will support the fu-
ture design of evolving
WEVC systems.

“This collaboration fur-
ther strengthens the Qual-
comm Halo automotive
supply chain,” said Steve
Pazol, vice president at
Qualcomm.

Volvo V90 picks Most 150
ing Most 150 technology.

“We are very pleased to
see that Volvo Cars relies
on the Most 150 technol-
ogy in the new V90, just
a couple of months after
the release of the new S90
and XC90 with Most 150
technology,” said Dan
Termer, Microchip’s au-
tomotive vice president.
“Volvo Cars’ continuous
roll-out of the latest Most
150 technology shows
that this technology pro-
vides a reliable network
platform for automotive
infotainment systems.”

When implemented, the

technology reduces vehi-
cle weight and provides
high bandwidth commu-
nications. In addition, it
creates a robust physical
layer and proven EMC
behaviour.

This latest version can
transport video, audio,
packet and control data
with zero processor over-
head and provides dedi-
cated application-specific
hardware interfaces to
simplify data communi-
cations.

In addition, the Most
technology networked in-
fotainment system fea-
tures fast system start-up
behaviour to support
early audio applications.

Misra is clarifying its
guidelines for safety and
security applications with
additional documents.

Formally launched at
April’s Device Develop-
ers Conference, the docu-
ments aim to clarify what
is meant by a deviation
and whether it affects the
definition of Misra com-
pliance.

The clarification is
aimed at those developing
any application with high
integrity or high reliabil-
ity requirements.

The guidelines are in-
ternationally accepted as
a subset of C for use in
critical systems. Gener-
ally this is understood to
mean for safe systems.
However, the guidelines

are equally appropriate
for secure systems, a
topic of increasing con-
cern with the growth of
the internet of things.

Misra has carried out a
coverage comparison be-
tween the C Language
Security Guidelines
(ISO/IEC 17961: 2013)
and Misra C: 2012 and is
publishing the resulting
coverage matrix as Misra
C: 2012 Addendum Two.
The first amendment in-
cluded guidelines to im-
prove the coverage of the
security concerns high-
lighted by the ISO C
Secure Guidelines, partic-
ularly in the use of un-
trustworthy data.

“The coverage matrix,
plus the new rules, pro-

vides reassurance that
code will be of high qual-
ity,” said Andrew Banks,
chairman of the Misra C
committee.

The other two docu-
ments address deviation
and conformance.

It has been recognised
that it might, on occasion,
be impracticable or un-
reasonable to follow the
requirements of a specific
guideline, so there has al-
ways been the option to
declare and document a
deviation, that is an ap-
proved violation. How-
ever there is often
confusion as to how a de-
viation can impact on de-
claring something as
Misra compliant and even
on what Misra compli-

ance actually means.
The documents aim to

provide clearer guidance
on deviations and provide
a way for establishing
pre-approved permits for
deviation. They will also
provide a way to tailor the
classification of guide-
lines and define what
Misra compliance means.

This guidance will be-
come the standard ap-
proach for all future
editions of the Misra C
and C++ guidelines. It is
an optional enhancement
and compatible with ex-
isting editions of the
Misra guidelines.

The final document
gives example permits for
use in developing a devi-
ation document.

Misra clarifies what is meant by deviations
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Daf, Man and Scania
have participated in test
drives for lorries that are
connected in platoons via
digital data transfer. Two
or more lorries drove be-
hind each other at a small
distance making optimum
use of the slipstream of
the vehicle in front.

The driver in the first
vehicle set the direction
and speed. The other lor-
ries that followed were
semi-automated, reducing
diesel consumption and
CO2 emissions by up to
ten per cent.

For its demonstration,
Daf joined forces with
NXP, TNO and Ricardo.
NXP’s Roadlink commu-
nications systems was
built into the mirrors of
the Daf lorries.

Scania started with
three vehicles from
Södertälje, Sweden. The
route went via the Öre-
sund Bridge to Denmark
and then on to Germany
and Belgium to the
Netherlands. Man started
with a platoon from
Munich bound for Rotter-
dam.

“Platooning is a good
example of combining
automation and connec-
tivity,” said German
transportation minister
Alexander Dobrindt.

Daf, Man and Scania test
platooning technology

“The interaction of vehi-
cle-to-vehicle communi-
cations with innovative
features such as auto-
matic distance control
will improve road safety
and significantly improve
traffic flow while increas-
ing capacity. This brings
benefits for the driver and
the environment.”

Networked lorries are at
the core of Man and Sca-
nia’s development coop-
eration. Together, they
already have more than
200,000 connected lorries
that operate for cus-
tomers. Thanks to the col-
lected data, the network
lets customers use digital
services that make the op-
eration of their fleet more
efficient and profitable.

From a technical point
of view, the platooning
concept could be intro-

Man lorries on platooning test drive

duced in Europe by 2020.
Its implementation, how-
ever, depends on the nec-
essary adjustments of
legal frameworks and
thus requires a high level
of collaboration of all
parties involved. This
also includes the coordi-
nation of different traffic
rules and legislation in
EU countries.

“It goes without saying
that there is still a lot of

continued development
required before we can
introduce platooning as a
new technology on the
market,” said Ron Bors-
boom, member of Daf
Trucks’ board of manage-
ment. “This is definitely
not a process that will be
complete before 2020.
There is still a great deal
that has to be sorted out in
terms of legislation, lia-
bility and acceptance.”

Littelfuse has acquired
Italian company Men-
ber’s, which specialises in
the design, manufacturing
and selling of manual and
electrical battery switches
and trailer connectors for
commercial vehicles.

“The acquisition of
Menber’s is an important
step forward in our strat-

egy to expand the Littel-
fuse commercial vehicle
product platform glob-
ally,” said Dave Lesper-
ance, vice president and
managing director of
commercial vehicle prod-
ucts for Littelfuse. “Men-
ber’s brings a European
presence that grants us
additional global channel

access, strengthens our
engineering resources and
adds advanced product
technologies to our port-
folio.”

Menber’s had sales of
approximately €21m in
2015 and employs 120
associates. Terms of the
acquisition were not dis-
closed.

Littelfuse acquires Menber’s

Under the cover of night, a Ford Fusion Hybrid autonomous research
vehicle with no headlights navigated along desert roads, performing a
task that would be perilous for a human driver.

Driving in total darkness at Ford’s Arizona Proving Ground in the USA
demonstrated that even without cameras, which rely on light, lidar tech-
nology working with the car’s virtual driver software is robust enough to
steer flawlessly on winding roads.

“Thanks to lidar, the test cars aren’t reliant on the sun shining, nor
cameras detecting painted white lines on the asphalt,” said Jim McBride,
Ford technical leader for autonomous vehicles. “In fact, lidar allows
autonomous cars to drive just as well in the dark as they do in daytime.”

To navigate in the dark, the cars use high-resolution 3D maps with
information about the road, road markings, geography, topography and
landmarks such as signs, buildings and trees. Lidar pulses pinpoint the
car on the map in real time. Additional data from the radar system are
combined with lidar to complete the full sensing capability of the
autonomous vehicle.

Look! No lights

A working group of engi-
neers and researchers
have started a project to
develop an IEEE standard
for automotive system
image quality. They are
working on what is
known as vehicle percep-

tion, the way cars and
other vehicles understand
their surroundings in an
increasingly intelligent
way. Their aim is to pro-
vide a uniform approach
to this rapidly evolving
industry.

Rob Stead, interim
chair of the working
group, said his “personal
passion” had always been
to share the collective
wisdom of experts to help
resolve problems and ad-
vance technology.

The group aims to de-
velop standard ap-
proaches to develop
automotive imaging tech-
nologies for stakeholders.

If successful, the result-
ing standard will be IEEE
2020. The committee will
meet at major industry
events including the
Autosens conference in
September at AutoWorld
in Brussels.

“The project authorisa-
tion request has been sub-
mitted to the IEEE
Standards Association
and will be reviewed for
approval at their next
meeting in May,” said
Stead. “The workgroup
will be made open to all
interested parties for
input, and will remain
non-commercial and reg-
ulated by the IEEE code
of practice.”

Project 2020 aims to ad-
dress the attributes that
contribute to image qual-
ity for automotive adas
applications, as well as
identifying existing met-
rics and other information
relating to these attrib-
utes. It will define a stan-
dard suite of objective
and subjective test meth-
ods for measuring camera
image quality attributes,
and specify tools and test
methods to facilitate stan-
dards-based communica-
tions and comparison
among OEM and tier-one
system integrators and
component vendors.

Move for IEEE standard on auto image quality
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Steve Rogerson reports from
last month’s Autotronics show
in Taipei, Taiwan

INNOVATION
AND AMBITION
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Taiwan is setting itself an
impressive five-year
timescale for its automo-
tive electronics industry
to hit NT$1tn, especially
given it was only $200bn
last year. But Fu-Hsiong
Cheng, vice chairman of
the Taiwan Electrical &
Electronic Manufactur-
ers’Association (Teema),
predicts an annual growth
rate of 20 to 30 per cent.
Speaking at the opening
ceremony, he said: “our
industry is expanding and
we are expecting very
steady growth in the next

Chun Ping Ko: “The
motorcycle industry is
a key export industry.”

Taiwan sets ambitious growth rates

Fu-Hsiong Cheng: “I firmly believe that
autotronics holds a bright future.”

Francis Kuo-Hsin
Liang: “Government
agencies are working
together.”

ten years. We are stress-
ing the importance of au-
totronics products. We
see 20 to 30 per cent
growth per year. That is a
very rosy picture. By
2020, we will hit $1tn. It
is not impossible to say
that.”
He said many Tai-
wanese companies were
increasing research and
development and were
ready to tap into the
growth industry.
“We are encouraging
more of our member
companies to work on in-
novation and R&D,” he
said. “I firmly believe that
autotronics holds a bright
future. We want Tai-
wanese companies to find
more opportunities in the
international market.”
His belief has the sup-
port of government, as
Shih-Chao Cho, deputy
minister at the Ministry of
Economic Affairs, told

Shih-Chao Cho: “We want to blaze a trail.”

the ceremony: “We can
exceed $1tn; that is not
far away for us.” He said
he wanted Taiwan to
“blaze a trail” with the
most advanced products
in the industry. And a key
part of this, he said, was
establishing more free-
trade agreements.
However, one area
where the Taiwan indus-
try was struggling was in
its traditionally strong
motorcycle industry.
“Due to the fierce com-
petitiveness in the inter-
national motorcycle
industry and euro devalu-
ation, it’s been a pretty
tough situation for Tai-
wanese motorcycle man-
ufacturers,” said Francis
Kuo-Hsin Liang, chair-
man of Taitra, the Taiwan
external trade develop-
ment council.
He said that therefore
Taitra was going to help
the industry with its mar-
keting strategy focusing
on innovation and cus-

tomisation.
“Government agencies
are working together to
provide more incentives
for the motorcycle indus-
try in Taiwan,” he said.
Chun Ping Ko, chair of
TTVMA, the Taiwan mo-
torcycles manufacturing
committee, added: “Mo-
torcycles are not only an
important form of trans-
portation in Taiwan, the
motorcycle industry is an-
other key export indus-
try.” For example, he said
that one in ten scooters on
the roads in Europe was
made in Taiwan.

IC Nexus was previewing two in-vehicle comput-
ers that it plans to launch at Computex in Taipei
at the end of May.
The VPC100 and VPC300 both use Arm-based

processors from NXP, respectively the iMX6UL
Cortex A7 500MHz and iMX6 Cortex A9 1GHz
processors.
“The idea is that you would have VPC100s in

each vehicle with the VPC300 acting as a gate-
way in the headquarters,” said Chandrakanth
Sherkhane (pictured), international sales manager
at IC Nexus. “Communications are over 3G and
4G networks using dual SIM cards. The head-
quarters can track the location of any vehicle via
GPS.”

In-vehicle computers

There will be a decline in
personal car sales in
developed countries as
smart city concepts put
more reliance on public
transport and car sharing
schemes. Thus, believes
Luo Huai-Jia, vice presi-
dent of the Taiwan Elec-
trical & Electronic
Manufacturers’ Associa-
tion (Teema), underdevel-
oped countries have to be
the main focus for the
automotive industry
going forward.
“Traffic jams in cities
are going to be problems
for everyone,” he said.
“One way to solve it is to
build subway systems.
So, there is going to be a
need to invest more in
public transport systems.
This will become more

important.”
He said the personal car
would only be important
in underdeveloped coun-
tries “because the more
developed countries will
use more public trans-
portation”.
He said this meant the
big markets for Taiwan in
terms of selling technol-
ogy for cars were going to
be China, India and other
areas of south-east Asia.
The flipside of this, he
said, was that cars in the
developed countries
would have more ad-
vanced electronics.
“For example, BMW
uses a lot of electronics in
their cars and Taiwan is
one of the major suppliers
of that technology,” he
said.

Smart cities will lead
to decline in car sales

Luo Huai-Jia: “There is going to be a need
to invest more in public transport.”
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One of the problems facing bus fleets is the strict requirements for keep-
ing tyre pressures within limits. If they use external tyre pressure monitor-
ing systems, this can involve removing the sensor to inflate the tyre. With
large fleets, this can become a time consuming process.
That is why Tesor Plus introduced its Thru Flow TPMS for heavy

vehicles.
“Our system means the tyre is inflatable without removing the sensor,”

said Bruce Rao (pictured), deputy general manager. “It works with trucks
and buses. Also, when you connect the trailer, it displays all the tyre infor-
mation for that as well.”

No need to remove tyre sensor

At Autotronics last year,
Mobiletron Electronics
was previewing an IoV
(internet of vehicles) sys-
tem that it hoped would
be on the market this
year. Well, the company
kept its promise and this
year’s show marked the
first public display of the
system.
And at the event it had
a fully equipped electric
midbus to demonstrate
what it describes as a mo-
bile-enabled workplace.
The bus is effectively
an on-the road office and
the hope is that it could
help Taiwan’s electric ve-
hicle industry create a
niche in the global IoV
market.
“We want this to be-
come the second office,”
said Mobiletron’s sales
manager Miriam Lu.
“The bus can be cus-
tomised to what the cus-
tomer wants. This is
aimed at businesses rather
than consumers.”
The framework is based
on a platform-as-a-
service model to allow
the bus to be used as a
mobile office, tourist
transport, classroom and
other applications linked
to the cloud to provide
telematics, infotainment,
adas, video on demand
and intelligent transport
system functions. Net-
working is via built-in
mobile 4G communica-
tions. There is an installed
large screen display as
well as individual seat-

Mobiletron brings IoV to
life with electric midbus

mounted screen displays.
Adas features include
3D around view monitor-
ing, lane-departure warn-
ing and night vision.
The vehicle interior can
serve as a private room
for holding office meet-
ings and videoconferenc-
ing allows a live link back
to the real office. The in-
dividual headrest display
panels let users dial a pre-
set extension number to
reach colleagues without
incurring call charges.
Communications is via a
virtual private network to
ensure privacy.
When used as a cour-
tesy vehicle, say for pick-
ing up guests from the
airport, it gives the user
immediate access to serv-
ices such as information
from the hotel, arranging

check-in and pre-booking
the use of hotel amenities.
The rider can also enjoy
internet access to search
for travel information or
local entertainment, or
just view the scenery out-
side in 3D. Information is
available in different lan-
guages.
A videophone can put
the guest directly in con-
tact with customer serv-
ices at the hotel.
The bus acts as a Wifi
hotspot so guests can con-
nect their own equipment
to the internet and power
supplies are available.
It can also act as a mo-
bile classroom with video
conferencing facilities
letting experienced teach-
ers address pupils in re-
mote areas.
For the bus driver, the

GPS allows the checking
of traffic conditions in
real time. It is also fitted
with Mobiletron’s own
tyre pressure monitoring
system. An e-call system
communicates with the
vehicle control centre or
the emergency services.
Other adas features can
be added as they become
available.
The vehicle control cen-
tre can monitor the loca-
tion of all the vehicles as
well as data such as driv-
ing conditions, power cell
conditions, internal and
external temperature of
the motor, and air tank
pressure. It has real-time
audio-visual communica-
tions with the vehicle.
The system can be ex-
tended to mass trans-
portation vehicles.

Miriam Lu demonstrates the IoV midbus

Despite the trend towards
integrating ECUs in vehi-
cles, Eric Wang, director
of Renesas’ FAE division
in Taiwan, believes the
number of MCUs will
still increase.
“There are two trends,”
he said. “The require-

ments will go up but there
will be more integration.
Some functionality will
be integrated with four
MCUs combining into
one. But at the same time
the performance and
functionality is increas-
ing, so everything cannot

be integrated. More re-
quirements will mean that
the number of MCUs will
still increase.”
The company showed
an automated parking
demonstration where the
specially made vehicle
could detect objects such

Integration won’t stop
MCU numbers growing

as shopping trolleys in the
bay it was meant to park
in and automatically
switch to a different bay.
But the Japanese com-
pany’s main push was ex-
plaining how in Taiwan it
was working with third
parties.
“In Taiwan, we have
collaborated with many
third parties since we set
up our ecosystem in
2009,” said Wang. “We
are also doing local de-
velopment for electric ve-
hicle boards. We develop
low-cost boards for
worldwide use.”
He said the company
was also working with 21
universities and more
than 2000 students in
Taiwan.

Eric Wang: “The
number of MCUs
will still increase.”
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Texas Instruments ex-
panded its IoV partner al-
liance with the addition of
Taiwanese companies
Jorjin, Alpha Networks,
Kentec and Tainergy. The
Next Generation Driving
Information Platform
Development Alliance
was founded in 2015.
More secure, more en-
vironmental and more fun
are three major trends in
smart vehicles, said TI
Taiwan embedded pro-
cessing FAE director
Colin Jan.
IoV radar technology
implementation is a prior-
ity to ensure human
safety, said Alpha Net-
works senior director
Chen Can-Bin. The com-
pany has been investing
in auto radar module de-
velopment for three
years.
Since its foundation,
Jorjin has transformed it-
self from a distributor to
wireless communications
module and wearable de-
veloper, said chairman
Liang Wen-Long. Jorjin
is now expanding into the
IoV sector for real-time
connectivity.
Its recently launched
smart glasses, co-devel-
oped with alliance part-
ners, not only provides
convenience, but also
combines with VR and
AR to streamline vehicle

Texas Instruments extends
IoV alliance in Taiwan

maintenance and roadside
assistance.
The smart glasses,
based on TI’s Omap 4460
processor, integrate wire-

less connectivity capabil-
ities, including Wifi,
Bluetooth and GPS, to
offer 3D surround view.
They also provide infor-

Smart glasses combine VR and AR to streamline
vehicle maintenance and roadside assistance

mation such as accelera-
tion, light and geoloca-
tion. Touchscreens reduce
distraction, so the driver
can stay focused.
Kentec was showing a
smart rear mirror, based
on the TI FPDLink III
DS90UB925Q/926Q,
which transmits high-res-
olution images in real
time to report what’s be-
hind the vehicle. It’s initi-
ated automatically when
changing lanes or revers-
ing to provide surround
view. Blind sides can be
eliminated with several
high-resolution cameras
installed.
Tainergy’s flexible,
lightweight, solar auto
mobile charging modules
can be charged with solar
energy. Stored power
continues to power dash-
cam and IoV devices,
even when vehicles stop,
to provide surrounding
information at all times.

After seeing BMW’s mir-
rorless concept unveiled
at the Consumer Elec-
tronics Show in Las
Vegas, Link-Eyel, Photic
Electronics and Sarmo-
Tek combined their tech-
nologies to turn the idea
into a reality.
Scheduled for a June re-
lease, the A2A replaces
the normal rear-view mir-
ror with an LED display
that shows a 270˚ view
from pillar A to pillar A.
“The driver has differ-
ent mirrors and is busy

looking at them,” said Yi-
Ta Wu, technical consult-
ant with Photic. “BMW
has its mirrorless concept
it will release in 2019, but
the problem is how to put
the images from the three
cameras together. That is
what we have solved. We
have developed the soft-
ware and we can also
make the display. BMW
has provided the concept
but we have done some-
thing in parallel.”
He said the companies
were already talking with

some car makers in China
about using the product
and there had been some
interest from the USA.
SarmoTek provided the
embedded computer vi-
sion technology, Photic
provided the hardware
and Link-Eyel the system
integration.
The next step will be to
add some intelligence to
the mirror, such as sound-
ing a warning if another
car is too close and
adding a recording facil-
ity linked to a DVR.

Trio runs with mirrorless concept

Yi-Ta Wu: “BMW has
provided the concept
but we have done
something in parallel.”

Depo Auto Parts is a
building a factory in Tai-
wan so it can take a big-
ger share of the OEM
market. The LED head-
light and taillight maker
sells only three per cent
of its goods to the OEM
market at present, with
the rest to the aftermarket,
mostly for insurance-paid
replacements.
But the 100,000m2 fac-

tory could help the com-
pany change that as it ex-
pects its OEM business to
start growing in the next
five years.
Production at the fac-
tory is due to start in the
next two to three years.
The company invests
about ten per cent of its
turnover into research and
development.
Part of the change is the

move to LED lighting,
which vice president
Michael Hu believes will
eventually dominate
sales.
“LEDs have become
popular over the last two
years, and we think they
will be fifty per cent of
our business for new cars
within two to three
years,” he said. “Now, it
is three to five per cent.”

One of the challenges fac-
ing the automotive LED
industry in getting more
light output from a
smaller area, giving free-
dom to car designers. One
company tackling this is
Genesis Photonics.
“If the light module is
small, they can design
better,” said Shih-Yi

Yang, product section
manager. “So we looked
at the original technology,
the epi wafer.”
The basis for LEDs is
the p-n junction, and the
firm worked to increase
the efficiency using
metal-organic chemical
vapour dissipation.
Though it has been

Depo builds factory to
attack OEM market

Genesis looks at technology
origins for LED answers

using this for four years,
last year it achieved
TS164949 approval, al-
lowing it to move into the
automotive space.
“We were selling before
that into the general light-
ing market,” said Yang,
“but now we can sell into
automotive.”
The flip-chip products
are the Zeus ZA9T-15
producing a typical 259
lm/mm2 and maximum
314 lm/mm2, and Zeus
Plus ZA9T-12G produc-
ing a typical 236 lm/mm2

up to 305 lm/mm2.
“We are targeting the
automotive market, both
OEMs and aftermarket,”
said Yang. “We focus on

the aftermarket, but we
are going to cooperate
with module companies
to sell to OEMs.”
One of these is Eagle
Eyes Traffic, which has
started to use its technol-
ogy. At the show, Eagle
Eyes was focussing on its
intelligent headlight sys-
tem, which automatically
dims when cars approach.
“If you get too close to
the vehicle in front, the
high beam will be turned
off too,” said Shawn Li,
senior sales manager at
Eagle Eyes. “It can be
customised with moving
object warning systems
for, say, pedestrians or
cyclists.”

Shih-Yi Yang: “If the
light module is small,
they can design better.”

Shawn Li: “It can be
customised.”
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A front blind spot detec-
tion system from Chimei
Motor carried off the gold
prize in the electronics
parts section of the Tai-
wan Innovation Awards.
The technology combines
object deformation cor-
rection and a background
noise filter to detect mov-
ing objects such as pedes-
trians, motorcycles and
other vehicles through a
180˚ angle.
Among the other win-
ners was the MR-200
professional motorcycle
FM transceiver that acts
as an intercom on the
bike.
“This means the driver
and passenger can talk to
each other as they go
along,” said Emily Tsui
from Taitra.
Made by Win-Tec, it is
a dual band product cov-

Michael Hu with the colour-changing headlight

Taiwan rewards innovation

Robin Chen with Mobiletron’s winning TPMS

Steve Yang demonstrates the E-Lead HUD

ering 136-175MHz and
400-520MHz.
High power LED car
warning lights with re-
mote control proved a
winner for Jing Jyun In-
dustry. They have a mag-
net that can attach to the
roof of a car to turn it into

Alex Wu: “A dealer
only needs one tool.”

an emergency vehicle.
“These can be in any
car,” said Tsui. “They can
rotate up and down or left
and right and the remote
control can turn them on
from up to 1km.”
Depo landed gold in the
parts category thanks to
its APP control system
that lets headlights
change colour and even
play music.
Depo vice president
Michael Hu stressed this
was for fun use and not
for on-road.
“This is just for private
demonstrations,” he said.
“You can use the colour
changing off road but not
on road. You can even set
it to change colour from
white to red if you break
the speed limit.”
Silver in the parts cate-

gory went to ADI Optics
for a combined high and
low beam LED module
for motorcycles.
An intelligent tyre pres-
sure monitoring system
(TPMS) fromMobiletron
Electronics earned a sil-
ver award in the electron-
ics end products section.
As well as tyre pressure,
it also reports wheel bal-

ance, wheel alignment
and tyre life expectancy.
“The display on the
dashboard tells the driver
howmuch life there is left
on the tyre,” said Robin
Chen, sales director with
Mobiletron.
And another TPMS –
the Smart OBD2 HUD
fromATBS Technology –
took a silver.Aimed at the
aftermarket, this sets up
the sensor automatically
according to the angle of
rotation.
Another silver award
went to Cub Elecparts for
a TPMS programmer than
can handle 16 devices at
one time.
“It really is fast,” said

Tsui. “It only takes 20
seconds to programme a
device.”
Cub’s Alex Wu added:
“We have been doing
TPMS since 2003. Our
programmers cover 95
per cent of the US and
European markets. We
have tools that can store
350 protocols. This
means a dealer only needs
one tool for all the differ-
ent sensors.”
A smart head-up display
from E-Lead Electronics
also took a silver award.
“We first introduced an
HUD in 2015 and this
year we have introduced
the second generation,”
said Steve Yang, sales

Emily Tsui from Taitra

Stacy Sun: “The
current will remain
stable

manager at E-Lead. “It
looks like the information
is two metres beyond the
window. It is similar to
the BMW andAudi OEM
systems, but we have
made ours affordable for
the aftermarket.”
As well as GPS naviga-
tion information, it shows
speed, mileage, tempera-
ture, engine health and
other information. It will
also connect to a smart-
phone via Bluetooth.
A combined LED and
IC in a customised pack-
age from Alpha Light
provides a breakthrough
in stability that earned it a
bronze award.
“We package the LED
driver inside the IC,” said
Stacy Sun, Alpha Light’s
international sales man-
ager. “If you change the
voltage, the current will
remain stable so the light
will not flicker. There is a

current limit function in-
side the LED device. You
don’t need resistors, ca-
pacitors or inductors.”
Another bronze went to
Zealio Electronics for a
wireless warning light
that shines when the car
door opens. Likewise,
G.Sol Technology took a
bronze for its 3DXmirror
that show GPS navigation
information on the rear-
view mirror.
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On the buttonOn the button
In the third in his series of
four articles, Niroshan
Rajadurai explains how
establishing a common
testing platform ensures
the highest quality control
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It is no surprise that cars will
become ever more dependent
on embedded software, but

this increased reliance means in-
creased scrutiny in terms of qual-
ity and reliability.
From a consumer’s perspective,

software quality is becoming the
differentiating factor that can
sway purchasing decisions. Ulti-
mately, it can make or break life-
long brand loyalty.

Cost of quality
Manufacturers have always been
guilty of pushing the boundaries
to reach the market first with the
latest features, but at what cost? A
product release date is a line in the
sand, and with the clock ticking,
developers, product managers and
engineers are all racing to comple-
tion by the launch date circled in
the diary. Software testing is often
rushed or incomplete with prod-
ucts brought to market to feed de-
mand with often sub-par software
littered with bugs. Cue patches
and software updates aplenty, as
we saw with McLaren and Tesla.

Shift testing left
This quality deficit, more com-
monly known as technical debt, is
a result of shortcuts and compro-
mises taken to meet the short-term
goal – product launch. Rarely

written by a single developer or
engineer, code integration can be
time-consuming. The resulting
knock-on effect plays into the
hands of the next enemy of code
quality – inadequate testing. How-
ever, developing the right tests
and running appropriate tests
greatly impacts on the final prod-
uct. Yes, testing takes time, will
cost money and absorbs resources,
but the consequences of inade-
quate testing are really too great
to bear.
Timing is everything – due to

the pressure to get a product to
market, more time is allocated to
coding and less to API develop-
ment and test case design. Run-
ning tests too late in the
development process after source
code changes have been inte-
grated means the origin of soft-
ware errors are hard to find.
Therefore, the logical reaction is
to move software testing to the
left, moreover as early in the de-
velopment process as possible, see
Fig. 1.

Development methods
Over time, developers devised and
adopted different approaches and
methodologies to try to tread the
line between quality and time.
Test-driven development (TDD)
has become the ideal candidate for

The Tesla S has seen many software updates

Fig. 1: Shift left testing

software development. The test-
driven development methodology
centres on the creation of tests be-
fore developers write a piece of
code for a software project.
This forces the developer to

think about test cases based on the
interface and not based on the de-
sign of the code. These tests are
based on the predetermined speci-
fications and requirements for that
feature or component. As in the
agile framework, test-driven de-
velopment requires that a project
be divided into small iterations,
each of which produces a deliver-
able unit.
By implementing TDD and

starting the testing process earlier
in the development stage – after
system design but before code is
written – developers build test
cases for the specific system re-
quirements. As each part of the
system is designed and functions
clarified, tests can be developed
specifically for this function.

Regulatory compliance
The increase in software in safety-
critical applications has seen a
natural rise in regulations and
guidelines to mitigate software-
based disasters. With nearly all
vehicular features now software
driven and so many of them with
safety implications, testing and
compliance has never been more
important.
A software code base used in

embedded automotive software
has many permutations and deriv-
atives depending on the make and
model of the vehicle. Adding to
this complexity, each version
needs to comply with numerous
differing safety regulations such
as Misra C, which is tested
through static analysis, and

ISO26262, which is tested
through dynamic analysis.
Therefore, it is easy to see the

test suite needs to become the de-
veloper’s best friend. Software en-
gineers need a single source of
testing truth, a common testing
platform to simplify the process
while ensuring regulations are
met.
The fragmented nature of auto-

motive manufacture places great
pressure on tier-one suppliers and
OEMs who have the responsibil-
ity of piecing all the disparate
parts of the process together. The
developer will write their own test
cases when they write code and
upload to a central repository. As
components and code are pooled
from around the supply chain, in-
tegration testing is required to en-
sure optimum software quality.
With so many code bases to inte-
grate with different hardware op-
tions during on-target testing,
having the ability to test code in
each configuration is a tall order,
as it is time consuming and can
leave holes in all levels of code
coverage.

Common platform
The mixing of code bases from
various points around the supply
chain can contain gaps in testing
completeness and inconsistencies
from using different testing tools,
which lead to poor software qual-
ity. A common testing platform
removes this obstacle.
There are a number of additional

benefits of a common testing plat-
form. For example, it can offer a
dashboard view, an overarching
look at software testing perform-
ance and provide the option to
drill down into areas that do not
meet required quality metrics.

This allows bugs to be found fast.
The work to fix them can begin
immediately and applied fixes re-
tested quickly, which benefits
everyone in the supply chain.
It can be a scalable resource that

can span the entire supply chain
from manufacturer right down to a
sub-contractor – everyone is
working from the same single
source of the truth. And it can
exponentially increase software
quality even with multi-variant
production environments as well
as boosting compliance with regu-
lations, as it allows manufacturers
to complete a whole suite of tests,
perform static and dynamic analy-
sis from one single resource,
avoiding discrepancies that can
occur from using different tool
sets.
There is a real business case for

automated testing using a com-
mon platform, as it:

• supports TDD and agile produc-
tion methods;
• reduces the cost of test equip-
ment;
• increases production efficiency;
• reduces training costs; and
• prepares the development
process to adopt the next genera-
tion approach – continuous deliv-
ery of high quality software.

In conclusion, this is a time when
competition between automotive
manufacturers has never been so
strong. The right testing platform
can set a company apart from the
rest.

Niroshan
Rajadurai
is director
of EMEA
for Vector
Software
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Asthe use of electronics in
the modern automobile
becomes more ubiquitous,

so the electronic devices and sub-
systems within the car are evolv-
ing to meet the changing demands
of both the physical requirements
of the automotive environment
and the changes in the industry
brought about by new commer-
cial, environmental and regulatory
pressures.
These pressures have led to an

increased demand on electronics
in safety critical systems, particu-
larly in two key areas: redundancy
and diagnostics. Redundancy pro-
vides increased safety by duplicat-
ing hardware components to keep
systems operating in the event of
failures in individual elements.
This has led to many sensing de-
vices now being produced in sin-
gle and dual configurations, and
to some safety-critical systems in-
corporating three of four individ-
ual sensors operating in redundant
voting systems.
Diagnostic features, including

advanced self-test functions that
provide fault information to the
electronic control unit, are assum-
ing increasing importance in func-
tions such as electronic
power-assisted steering (EPS).
Whereas in earlier generations of
such systems where the EPS sys-
tem was truly providing assis-
tance, there were still mechanical
linkages to fall back on in the
event of failure, in modern drive-
by-wire or autonomous vehicles
this back-up is not available –
hence the need for high-level self-
testing of both digital functions

RIGHT
ANGLES

Scott Milne discusses angle sensors in
automotive electronic systems

and analogue signal paths.
The demand for these functions

is reflected by the increasingly
stringent regulatory environment
in the automotive industry, and in
particular the functional safety re-
quirements specified in the Asil
(automotive safety integrity level)
standards adopted by the automo-
tive industry worldwide.
The result is that sensing and

control components for use in the
automotive industry are becoming
more sophisticated, with a high
silicon content and more built-in
functionality. This trend is already
well established in the areas of
speed sensing and motor control,
and is now embracing the area of
angle sensing.

Circular vertical Hall
Angle sensing has always been
challenging, particularly in harsh
automotive and industrial environ-
ments, where high temperatures,
humidity, dust, dirt and oil are
always present.
Consistent accuracy over ex-

tended temperature ranges, the
need for precise measurement at
higher speeds as well as enhanced
system capabilities and Asil de-
sign features are all requirements
in today’s demanding angle sensor
applications.
Angle sensors based on circular

vertical Hall (CVH) technology
(Fig. 1) provide a system-level
angle sensor in a single IC, which,
unlike some solid-state angle sen-
sor ICs, does not require a con-
centrator and complex package
assembly, thus providing lower
system costs. CVH technology
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also enables fast refresh rates (for
example, 25µs) and low angle ac-
curacy errors (more than 1˚C over
a -40 to +150˚C operating temper-
ature range). Because of this high
refresh rate, CVH based angle
sensors can support target mag-
nets rotating at very high speeds.
CVH technology is also a sin-

gle-channel type of angle meas-
urement system, which results in
higher angle accuracy and re-
duced temperature drift perform-
ance. Unlike other angle sensor IC
technologies that use a dual-chan-
nel sine-cosine method for pro-
ducing an angle measurement,
there are no channel-to-channel
offsets that may result in accuracy
errors.
CVH based angle sensors rely

on comparing the phase of the tar-
get magnetic field relative to an
internal reference signal, thereby
making them immune to satura-
tion issues that affect products
that rely on the magnitude of the
magnetic signal measured to cal-
culate the angle. Also, since the
CVH elements are not adversely
affected by large magnetic fields
and there is no concentrator re-
quired, CVH based angle sensors

can be used with large target mag-
nets (more than 900G), thus in-
creasing the immunity to stray
magnetic fields.
In a typical angle sensor, the

CVH sensing element is inte-
grated with back-end digital sig-
nal processing functions, eeprom
for storing factory and customer
programmable parameters, and
on-board diagnostics, resulting in
a system on chip.
Also included are features such

as linearisation and potentially a
redundant die in a single package
to enable the support of Asil
requirements (Fig. 2).
At the heart of the CVH circuit

is an n-well ring or moat contain-
ing vertical metal contacts (64 in
the example in Fig. 1) and their
associated switching elements.
Digital logic is used to step and
configure groups of five contact
elements repeatedly to generate
effectively mini Hall elements. At
each step or group configuration
around the ring, a voltage is meas-
ured.
As the digital logic steps

through the 64 contacts and

switches, a voltage is measured at
each of the steps, resulting in a
sine wave that represents the ori-
entation of the target magnet hov-
ering above the angle sensor IC.
Stepping through all the contact

elements in the ring is accom-
plished very rapidly: typically
25µs to step around the entire
ring.
The resultant sine wave is

passed through a bandpass filter
and rectified into a square wave,
which is then compared with a
reference signal generated inter-
nally by the angle sensor IC, and
the phase difference between the
falling edges of these two signals
represents the angle measurement
of the target magnetic field sus-
pended over the IC.

On-axis and off-axis
CVH technology based angle sen-
sor ICs support two generic types
of angle measurement systems:
on-axis or end-of-shaft angle
sensing; and off-axis or side-shaft
angle sensing.
In on-axis systems, the angle

sensor is centred directly under or

Fig.3: Schematic of an EPS system using Hall-effect
angle sensor ICs

Fig.1: Operating principle of
circular vertical Hall angle
sensing technology

Fig. 2: Circuit schematic of a typical angle sensor showing
the system on a chip design approach

over the rotating target magnet,
while in off-axis systems it is po-
sitioned to the side of the rotating
magnet. With these two types of
angle measurement, numerous
angle sensing applications can be
supported.
On-axis angle sensing is the

most common type of angular po-
sition measurement system, and
yields higher accuracy results. It
also requires less digital post-pro-
cessing than off-axis angle sens-
ing. It is typically used in
electronic power steering (Fig. 3),
windscreen wiper, and transmis-
sion or clutch applications.
Off-axis angle sensing is not as

ubiquitous as on-axis systems due
to the inherent angle accuracy
measurement challenges it pres-
ents. Nevertheless it can enable
simpler mechanical designs and
potentially lower system costs,
which makes it attractive to sys-
tem designers.
Off-axis angle sensing involves

an angle sensor device that meas-
ures the angular position of a
magnetic field generated by either
a ring magnet that is attached
around a shaft, or a puck magnet
that is positioned adjacent to the
angle sensor IC. As the shaft and
ring magnet assembly or puck
magnet turns, depending on the
mechanical configuration, the
angle sensor IC measures the re-
sulting angle position of the rotat-
ing magnet.
One major issue with off-axis

angle sensing is that a wide varia-
tion in magnetic field is observed
by the angle sensor. As a result,
the angle sensor requires signifi-
cantly more digital post-process-
ing of the raw angle measurement
to achieve an accurate final angle
measurement output.

The additional post-processing,
such as harmonic linearisation,
adds cost and complexity to the
angle sensor IC and increases the
latency of the measurement to
produce the same level of angle
accuracy as an on-axis angle
measurement system.

Flexible output
Angle sensors are increasingly
moving to digital output protocols
to increase noise immunity, but
also to communicate all the diag-
nostic information described pre-
viously that is gathered on chip.
There are multiple output formats
the system designer can select,
each of which offers various
trade-offs. Serial interfaces (SPI)
can run at clock rates up to
10MHz, greatly reducing the time
needed to read and write to the
part. This is particularly important
for applications such as motor po-
sition sensors where the time to
transmit the angle information can
materially impact the control
algorithm for the motor.
This comes, though, at the cost

of requiring four pins, which

drives BoM cost and weight. At
the other end of the spectrum is
the Sent single edge nibble proto-
col, a single wire system that
helps reduce the cost and weight
of wire harnesses that connect re-
mote sensors to the ECU.
The downside of Sent histori-

cally is it is relatively slow com-
pared with SPI and other
protocols, and it does not support
multiple ICs on the same bus.
As EPS system integrators con-

tinue to be challenged with satis-
fying competing requirements of
increasing system-level safety rat-
ings and at the same time decreas-
ing overall BoM costs, it is
increasingly important that they
select the right partners to enable
efficient and safe designs.

Scott Milne is
product line
director at
Allegro
Microsystems
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In the coming decades, the
improvement and choice of land
vehicle powertrain will mainly

be dictated by emissions confor-
mance at best cost versus perform-
ance compromise and not
independently performance, cost
and fuel economy as in the past.
Cost embraces upfront cost, cost of
ownership and resale price issues.
This will result in popularity mov-
ing from conventional to pure elec-
tric as laws tighten and technology
improves.
Pure electric is already the norm

for most small land e-vehicles such
as electric bicycles, mobility for the
disabled, scooters, e-tuktuks, e-
rickshaws and other micro EVs,
such as quadricycle homologation
in Europe. Other examples are in-
door forklifts and electric airport
ground support equipment (GSE).
Some are already large markets not
to be confused with cars homolo-
gated as such.
For example, Terra Motors of

Japan makes the three-wheeled
micro EVs and Bangladesh alone is
importing 500,000 yearly from
China and, in India, the ICE three
wheeler replacement potential is
over five million. The Philippines,
with 3.2 million taxi tuk-tuks to re-
place due to extreme pollution has
just announced that it will put one
million EVs on its roads very soon.
Over 70 per cent of golf cars are al-
ready pure electric, the rest being
internal combustion not hybrid.
Continuing this progress, many
microcars are jumping directly
from ICE to pure electric.

New end game
Compared with previous under-
standing of the subject, significant
new powertrain arrivals are 48V
mild hybrids (MH) – set to replace

The road to a clean futureThe road to a clean future
Peter Harrop looks at the main powertrain options
for land vehicles over the next twenty years

The Nuon Solar Team has already
spawned five start-ups
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much conventional ICE and non-
plug-in strong hybrid – and en-
ergy independent vehicles (EIV),
the new end game. The Immortus
car currently fundraising for man-
ufacture in Australia is an exam-
ple of an EIV as is the NFH-H
tourist microbus already on sale in
China.
Both rely on unusually efficient,

large areas of photovoltaics for
power and nothing else. Indeed,
the tourist bus is available without
battery in ultra-light lizard mode,
waking with the daylight. Yes, the
end game is even more radical
than thought.
EIVs may be heading to a multi-

billion dollar business in 10 to 15
years, mimicking the EIV airships
and planes that stay aloft for five
to ten years, already the subject of
billions of dollars investment by
Nasa, Facebook, Google and so
on today.
EIV powertrain impact will be

huge from enabling the develop-
ing world and remote communi-
ties to military applications. EIV
land vehicles could be a $250bn
business in 20 to 30 years. They
will not be significant long before
that in spawning new technologies
useful in many types of vehicle,
rather like Formula One today. In-
deed, the world record breaking
Nuon Solar Team from the
Netherlands, with its solar racers

crossing Australia fastest, has al-
ready spawned five start-ups and
other solar racers have set records
for photovoltaics and motor effi-
ciency on land vehicles. Mean-
while, there is a move from range
anxiety to range excess with PEVs
as the world awaits unlimited
range of EIVs. Will the
Nanoflowcell pure electric hyper-
car really have over 1600km
range as claimed this year? If not,
one certainly will one day.

Low cost route
At the other extreme of making
existing ICE powertrains have
three electric modes – silent take-
off, creeping in traffic and main-

Fig. 1: Forecast by IDTechEx of future cars sold globally

Table 1: Powertrain options for land vehicles

tained-speed active coasting –
there is the 48V mild hybrid. It is
the lowest cost route to an electric
vehicle at the larger C and D sizes
of car and larger vehicles such as
vans, trucks and buses.
Following first series production

in 2017, and even then not yet in
EV form, it is possible that 48V
mild hybrids will peak at over
$250bn in yearly sales before pure
electric takes over because they
look to be the only low cost way
that manufacturers can meet the
tough 2030 emissions legislation
with minimal hassle, not because
they are a poor man’s EV, though
that will help to sell them as will
the fuel economy.

Common enablers
Certain enabling technologies are
common to most or all of the
powertrain configurations identi-
fied as commercially important
over the coming twenty years
beyond the ubiquitous internal
combustion engine usually with
stop-start. These include new
reversing electric machines,

power electronics and lithium-ion
batteries.
However, it is misleading to say,

as some have done in 2016, that
this removes risk from powertrain
choice. For example, a downsized,
down-speeded ICE for a 48V MH
is managing huge load variations
as primary traction whereas one
used as a range extender, simply
charging a battery when needed,
may be at almost constant, gentle
torque and revolutions – a com-
pletely different, far simpler de-
sign. The same is true of a
reversing electric machine – the
modern equivalent of a traction
motor, alternator and starter – for
a 48V mild hybrid versus one for
a pure electric vehicle with much
tougher traction requirements and
no starter function.
The one in a pure electric vehi-

cle will increasingly get much of
its charge from multiple energy
harvesting and regeneration not
the motor going backwards as
with regenerative braking. Never-
theless, a trend to more than one
reversing electric machine per ve-
hicle is seen from 48V MH right
through strong hybrids to pure

electric powertrains.

Change and
disruption
Facilitating these priorities in
design of the land vehicles of the
future are certain approaches to
powertrains such as light-weight-
ing, size reduction, cost reduction,
improvement in reliability, safety,
life and so on.
Much of this will be tackled

disruptively, for example by
structural electronics and new
components such as GaAs photo-
voltaics or GaN power semicon-
ductors sometimes removing the
need for water cooling. The Li-ion
battery will be completely rein-
vented with new anodes, cathodes
and non-flammable electrolytes
possibly removing the need for
some safety sensors and electron-
ics and possibly making them
suitable for moulding into load-
bearing structures, saving weight,
space and reducing the cooling
requirement.
Supercapacitors, being electro-

static and not moving at all, are
first candidates for this however.
New systems will be added such

as regenerative active suspen-
sion, high power charging, in-
ductive charging interfaces and
vehicle-to-grid (V2G) electron-
ics on-board becoming part of
the powertrain. One worry is
that that long term testing
becomes useless if the origi-
nal component in any of these
has been withdrawn or re-
designed radically on the pro-
duction line while testing is
carried out.

Forecasting
Forecasting now becomes

very difficult indeed because
one is estimating such things as
unpredictable politicians and their
subsidies and inventions yet to be
made. Add to that deciding
whether cars will be mainly
rental, throttling market growth or
not or mainly autonomous, mak-
ing the powertrain a commodity in
the view recently expressed by
Porsche Engineering. However,
someone has to try.
A possible scenario of the num-

ber of cars sold globally that are
conventional ICE versus mild hy-
brid, with several pure electric
modes in later years is shown in
Fig. 1. There will be an eventual
collapse in sales of both as main-
stream pure electric vehicles take
over when they are the most at-
tractive and affordable option in
the view of most mainstream
buyers.

Peter
Harrop is
chairman
of
IDTechEx

Terra
Motors
of Japan makes
three-wheeled micro EVs
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Mosfets handle high temperatures
Rated for operation up to
+175˚C, the 40V
DMTH4004SPSQ and
DMTH4005SPSQ auto-
motive-compliant mos-
fets are available from
Diodes.

The DMTH4004SPSQ
meets the requirements of
high-power (more than
750W) brushless DC
motor (BLDC) applica-
tions, such as water and
fuel pumps, while the
DMTH4005SPSQ is

suited to lower power
BLDC applications, such
as auxiliary pumps and
HVAC systems.

They are fully ava-
lanche tested to withstand
the high pulses of reverse
avalanche energy that can
occur with inductive
loads.

Furthermore, at a gate-
source voltage of 10V,
they have maximum on-
state resistances of
2.7mΩ and 4mΩ, respec-

tively, to keep power
losses down.

The efficiency is en-
hanced by the low ther-
mal resistance of the
Power DI 5060-8 pack-
age.

A dual-output (boost plus
buck), low quiescent cur-
rent synchronous DC-DC
controller has been intro-
duced by Linear Technol-
ogy. When cascaded, its
independent step-up
(boost) and step-down
(buck) controllers regu-
late the output voltage
from an input voltage that
can be above, below or
equal to the output volt-
age, including during an
automotive load dump or
cold crank.

Unlike conventional
single inductor buck-
boost regulators, the
LTC7813’s cascaded
boost plus buck system
provides fast transient re-
sponse with continuous,
non-pulsating input and
output currents. It reduces
ripple voltage and EMI.

The device operates
from an input voltage of
4.5 to 60V during start-up
and maintains operation
down to a 2.2V input after
start-up. The boost con-
verter can produce an out-
put up to 60V and the
buck converter produces
an output from 0.8 to 60V
with the entire system
achieving an efficiency
up to 98 per cent.

In addition, this device
can be configured for
pass-through or wire
mode with the synchro-
nous boost mosfet contin-

DC-DC controller regulates voltage
during load dump or cold crank

uously on and the buck
converter running at 99
per cent duty cycle result-
ing in the input voltage
being passed to the output
with minimal voltage
drop.

It can be configured for
burst mode operation, re-
ducing quiescent current
to 29µA with the buck
channel on (34µA for
both on) in sleep mode,
useful for preserving bat-

tery run times.
The 1Ω onboard all n-

channel gate drivers re-
duce mosfet switching
losses and provide an out-
put current of more than
10A per channel, limited
only by external compo-
nents. The output current
for each converter is
sensed by monitoring the
voltage drop across the
inductor or by using a
separate sense resistor.

Its current mode archi-
tecture enables a fixed se-
lectable frequency from
50 to 900kHz or it can be
synchronised to an exter-
nal clock from 75 to
850kHz. Additional fea-
tures include adjustable
gate drive voltage, soft-
start or tracking, and fold-
back current limit, output
overvoltage protection,
run control and a power
good output signal.

Solid-state drives using
MLC flash memory are
available from Swissbit,
comply with the Sata III
(6.0Gbit/s) interface
specification and meet the
requirements of automo-
tive applications.

The Durabit M.2 X-
60m2 series SSD modules
achieve sequential read
and write speeds of up to
520 and 340Mbyte/s,
respectively.

Data rate is up to
78,000 IOPS for transfer
sizes of 4kbyte and queue
depths of 32.

They are available in
three sizes: 2242, 2260

and 2280. Some densities
are available in 2mm
thickness thanks to single
sided assembly.

They are qualified over
commercial (0 to +70˚C)
and industrial (-40 to
+85˚C) temperature
ranges. They support a
maximum shock and
vibration rating of 2000G
and 20G as per MIL810
and are rated at over two
million hours MTBF.

MLC technology is
used with dram supported
page based FTL and in-
creased overprovisioning
within Idema standards.

Users can expect

SSDs use MLC flash
and meet Sata III

1.9TBW write endurance
per gigabyte drive capac-
ity for embedded work-
loads.

Firmware features ex-
tend retention and en-
durance beyond MLC
standards. Besides wear
levelling and a robust
power fail recovery, the
company’s data care
management firmware
suite includes adaptive
read refresh, background
media scan, dynamic bad
block remapping and
write amplification reduc-
tion. Together with an

ECC engine, these fea-
tures guarantee safe data
retention even at high
temperature operation.

The drive lifetime mon-
itoring features give users
access to detailed drive
lifetime statistics and as-
sist in mitigating a poten-
tial failure, avoiding
unexpected data loss and
system downtime.

They are available in
30, 60, 120, 240 and
480Gbyte capacities. The
series also covers Slim-
Sata, mSata and CFast
form factors.

Blow-by meter can have analogue or Can outputs
For use with diesel and
spark-ignition petrol en-
gines, Labcell’s M400
MR engine blow-by
meter is supplied with an
analogue output as stan-
dard, but there is the op-
tion of a Can interface for
simpler connection to
data acquisition systems.

Applications include
engine testing, lubricant
testing and fleet mainte-
nance, both in engine dy-
namometer cells and for
in-vehicle testing.

Blow-by is quantified
as either the flow rate at a
given engine load or
speed, or the time taken
for a given volume of gas
to flow over a given en-

gine cycle. The meter can
be used for either type of
measurement, as the
built-in signal condition-
ing operates in flowmeter
and totaliser modes.

Using a solid-state sen-
sor for flow measure-
ment, it has a fast
response, zero stability
and insensitivity to tem-
perature, pressure and ve-
locity. Furthermore, there
are no moving parts, so
the meter is virtually
maintenance free.

Users can select from
three flow ranges by
means of bypass ports –
4-150, 11-300 and 15-400
lpm. The maximum total
flow that can be recorded

is 1000 litre. Accuracy is
±1 per cent of reading and
repeatability is ±0.5 per
cent of reading.

An integral oil separator
and damping tank pro-
vides low flow restric-
tion. Connection to the
engine valve cover is
made via a 20mm hose,
making installation eas-
ier. Integral ports are pro-
vided for temperature and
pressure probes.

As well as the program-
mable 0 to 5V linearised
output and optional Can
interface, it has an LED
for indicating the operat-
ing mode and flow in a
choice of units – lpm,
cfm, litres and cubic feet.
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Two 36V op amps for
rugged automotive and
industrial applications
feature a wide supply-
voltage range, stability in
difficult operating condi-
tions, and tolerance of
electrostatic discharge up
to 4kV (HBM).

The single op amps are
the first devices produced
using ST Microelectron-
ics’ 40V-ready bicmos
semiconductor process.
This technology delivers
better GBW/Icc effi-
ciency resulting in about
five times lower supply
current in relation to per-
formance compared with
standard op amps.

Synopsys has expanded
its VC Verification IP
portfolio with Can
2.0/FD/TT (ISO 16845
compliant), Lin, Flexray
and Ethernet audio video
bridging protocols for the
verification of automotive
applications.

These verification IP
titles include test suites
and spec-linking technol-
ogy required to verify
compliance to automotive
standards. With the in-
crease in demand for inte-
grated electronics in
automobiles, the portfolio
enables system-on-chip
(SoC) teams to design
next-generation elec-
tronic systems for safe,

secure, smart and con-
nected automobiles.

It lets SoC teams design
next-generation automo-
tive chips with ease of
use, fast integration and
optimum performance.
The source code test
suites for protocol fea-
tures, spec-linking and
coverage enable SoC
teams to accelerate verifi-
cation closure of automo-
tive designs with critical
requirements of compli-
ance, quality and time to
market.

The IP is natively inte-
grated with the Verdi pro-
tocol analyser debug
system and features ad-
vanced debug ports.

Toshiba has expanded its
line of automotive power
mosfets with a 40V n-
channel device housed in
the low on-resistance TO-
220SM(W) package.

The TKR74F04PB is
for high power automo-
tive applications such as
DC-DC converters, elec-
tric power steering and
load switches.

In the three-pin SMD
package, its RDS(on) is
typically 0.6mΩ with a

maximum of 0.74mΩ, re-
alised by combining the
company’s ninth genera-
tion trench mos U-Mos
IX process with the TO-
220SM(W) package.

This package has a
wider and shorter source
pin than a conventional
D2Pak (TO-263) and
contributes to the PCB
size reduction with a
smaller footprint.

The device conforms to
AEC-Q101.

40V mosfet with low RDS(on)

Two op amps handle rugged conditions

In addition, low input-
offset voltages with tem-
perature drift below
6µV/˚C simplify system
design, eliminate any
need for trimming or cal-
ibration, and ensure con-
sistent performance from
-40 to +125˚C.

The TSB572, with rail-
to-rail inputs and output,
has 2.5MHz gain-band-

width (GBW) and 1.5mV
maximum input-offset
voltage. The op amp is
stable with capacitive
loads and resistant to
phase reversal. Its supply
voltage from 4.0 to 36V
allows reliance on speci-
fied parameters with a
wide variety of power
supplies.

The TSB611 has

560kHz GBW and can
operate from a supply
voltage down to 2.7V. It
is a unity-gain-stable de-
vice, and has an input-off-
set voltage of 1mV as
well as operating current
of 125µA maximum at
36V.

Compact package op-
tions make the op amps
suitable for use where
space is tight, such as in
automotive audio systems
and ECUs.

The TSB572 is avail-
able in 3 by 3mm DFN or
mini-SO8 packages. The
TSB611 come in a sot23-
5. Both are in mass pro-
duction.

Verification portfolio expanded

Monolithic synchronous
buck regulators that step-
down 5 and 3.3V primary
rails to point-of-load
(PoL) inputs as low as
0.6V for GPUs, FPGAs,
DSPs and SoCs have
been introduced by Inter-
sil.

The ISL78233, 78234
and 78235 deliver 3, 4
and 5A, respectively, of
continuous output current
to infotainment head units
and adas employing for-
ward-looking smart cam-
eras to detect and classify
objects. The pin-compat-
ible sync buck regulators
allow system designers to
make a simple BoM
change and drop in the
right device to their PCB
to address the varying
load requirements of
entry-level to luxury car
models.

The synchronous step-
down DC-DC converters

Buck regulators deliver
continuous output

use a current-mode con-
trol architecture to deliver
fast transient response
and loop stability. They
integrate low RDSon
high-side pmos and low-
side nmos mosfets to re-
duce external component
count and power losses
while offering full duty
cycle operation. Switch-
ing frequency is ad-

justable from 500kHz to
4MHz, with 2MHz de-
fault, with up to 100ns
minimum on time to
avoid AM radio channel
interference. External
synchronisation is up to
4MHz.

The minimum on time
provides the step-down
ratio necessary to deliver
a 1V PoL supply at high

switching frequencies.
They support inputs

from 2.7 to 5.5V and de-
liver efficiency up to 95
per cent.

There is a one per cent
reference accuracy for
tight regulation, and
internal 1ms soft-start or
adjustable external soft-
start.

Fault protections in-
clude over-temperature,
over-current, output over-
and under-voltage, input
under-voltage lockout,
short-circuit, and nega-
tive over-current.

They are AEC-Q100
qualified for operation
from -40 to +125˚C. Wet-
table flank QFN packages
allow optical inspection
of solder joints.

A three-in-one RGB LED
from Everlight Electronics
with compact size and colour
transformation has passed
AEC-Q101. The 67-
63U(AM) is for interior am-
bient lighting and dashboard
applications.

The golden lead frame is
said to improve its ability to
resist sulphur. This means the
LED can perform in bad en-
vironments.

Wavelengths are 620-
630nm (R), 520-535nm (G)
and 447-472nm (B). Bright-

ness at 20mA is 560-1120
(R), 1400-2240 (G) and 180-
560 (B). Wavelength cus-
tomisation is available.

The device measures 3.5 by
2.8 by 1.4mm. It is RoHS
compliant, Pb-free and com-
pliant with EU Reach as well
as halogen-free compliance –
Br less than 900ppm , Cl less
than 900ppm and Br+Cl less
than 1500ppm.

It suits interior ambient
lighting and dashboard appli-
cations such as control units,
switches and clusters.

Three-in-one RGB LED for dashboards
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A 2.2MHz, dual-channel
synchronous buck con-
verter has been designed
to reduce EMI and high-
frequency noise in high-
voltage DC-DC step-
down applications such as
automotive infotainment
and high-end cluster
power-supplies.

The Texas Instruments
LM5140-Q1 controller
includes dual outputs
with phase interleaving
and is offered in wettable
flank packaging that
speeds manufacturing.
Together with the com-
pany’s Webench automo-
tive design tool, the
device is said to let engi-
neers get their automotive
designs to market faster.

It has a 3.8 to 65V oper-
ating range that handles

Buck converter reduces
EMI in infotainment

start-stop and load-dump
conditions for 12 and 24V
lead-acid and emerging
48V lithium-ion automo-
tive batteries.

The 2.2MHz operation
with external synchroni-
sation moves the switch-
ing noise above the
sensitive AM band, elim-
inating the need for fre-

quency hopping.
Adjustable gate-drive

slew-rate control reduces
EMI emissions by up to
10dB with less than one
per cent reduction in effi-
ciency, which reduces ex-
ternal EMI filtering,
saves PCB area and sim-
plifies compliance with
Cispr 25 automotive EMI

requirements.
A 35µA quiescent cur-

rent (IQ) in standby (one
channel operating with no
load) extends battery life
in always-on applica-
tions. Wettable flank
packaging enables post-
solder visual inspection to
speed manufacturing.

It uses external mosfets
to support up to 10A dual-
channel loads for high-
end infotainment systems
and other noise-sensitive
systems. There is support
for 650mA and 1A load
current for emerging
adas. And some devices
deliver 2 and 3A loads for
higher-current adas and
infotainment systems.

The device is packaged
in an eight-pin, 6 by 6 by
0.9mm VQFN package.

A thermal interface
material with claimed
“exceptional” thermal
conductivity and very low
deflection force has been
unveiled by Chomerics.

Designed for heat dissi-
pation in automotive ap-
plications, Therm-A-Gap
TPS60 comprises a soft
(Shore 00-35) silicone
matrix filled with ther-
mally conductive parti-
cles. As a result, it
demonstrates conforma-
bility as a putty-type ma-
terial.

This gap filler enables
low thermal contact re-
sistance under low ap-
plied pressure, and is
targeted at the filling of
air voids between PCBs
or high temperature com-
ponents, as well as
heatsinks, metal enclo-
sures and chassis.

Its conformability com-
bined with its high ther-
mal conductivity reduces
the risk of damaging frag-
ile components and en-
sures fast heat transfer
away from electronic
components.

It is suitable for critical
heat dissipation tasks ap-
plications such as ther-
mally-enhanced ball grid
arrays, memory packages
and modules, as well as
GPU and CPUs.

A fabric carrier version
is also available for im-
proved tear resistance and
easy handling.

Standard thicknesses
are 1.0 to 5.0mm, while
features of this RoHS-
compliant product inc-
lude thermal conductivity
of 7.5W/m-K at 1.4bar,
electrical isolation and a
specific gravity of 3.26.

Interface material
protects sensitive
components

An industrial grade sys-
tem-on-module from
Trenz Electronic fits a 52
by 76mm form factor and
is for multi-tasking em-
bedded systems in the au-
tomotive, broadcast,
communications, indus-
trial, medical, mil-aero
and T&M markets.

The TE0808 Ultra-
SoM+ integrates Xilinx’s
Zynq UltraScale+
MPSoC with up to
4Gbyte of DDR4 sdram
main memory with 32bit
width, up to 512Mbyte of
flash for configuration
and operation, and assem-
bly options to add addi-
tional volatile or
non-volatile memory.

Supported are Micron
XTRM flash and Span-
sion Cypress HyperRam
or HyperFlash devices.
Also integrated is an on-
board switch-mode
power delivery subsys-
tem that includes 14 DC-
DC converters and 13
LDO regulators con-
trolled by an ultra-low
power MCU to provide
flexible power-saving
modes.

R u g g e d
board-to-
board

stacking connectors pro-
vide 480 terminals sup-
porting high-speed
transceiver IOs to the pro-
cessing system and pro-
grammable logic in the
FPGA part. A low jitter
PLL provides all required
clocks to the 20 serial
transceivers.

It provides design engi-
neers with an all-
programmable heteroge-
neous multiprocessing
environment for the de-
velopment of next-gener-
ation embedded systems,
such as for adas applica-
tions. It delivers maxi-
mum scalability through a
flexible 32/64bit data-
width processing system.

The system can offload
critical applications such
as graphics and video
pipelining to dedicated
processing blocks, as well
as turn blocks on and off
through power domains
and gated power islands.
With a range of connec-
tivity options, DSP archi-
tectural blocks, on-chip
memory and programma-
ble logic capacity, it suits
cost-sensitive, single plat-
form, high-performance
applications using stan-
dard tools.

In addition, the up-
coming UltraITX+ com-
panion baseboard enables
the TE0808 UltraSoM+
to be installed in standard
PC enclosures.

System-on-module
for multi-tasking


